PRESS INFORMATION

KEUCO ROYAL REFLEX.2: The mirror cabinet and the light mirror with new brilliance

State-of-the-art LED technology and a new light source create a special atmosphere in the
bathroom
"Making good even better" – A motto that suits KEUCO's ROYAL REFLEX.2 mirror cabinet and
light mirror perfectly. The successful models have now been enhanced with the most innovative
technology and impress with new features.

To achieve the most pleasant lighting, the conventional lights had to give way to state-of-the-art
LED technology. The LEDs emit a warm-white and particularly cosy light of 3000 Kelvin and offer
a lifespan of a considerable 30,000+ operation hours. In addition to the front illumination across
the entire width, both the ROYAL REFLEX.2 mirror cabinet as well as the light mirror now have
an additional light source: By illuminating the washbasin, the fitting is highlighted in a particularly
attractive way. For models of 1300 mm and higher with twin washbasins there are LED lights for
two fittings.

And if that wasn't enough, KEUCO has even more in store: The KEUCO rotary dimmer has now
replaced the rocker switch. Fixed to the underside of the body, it can be used to switch between
three different lighting modes and also to dim the light intensity. A short press of the dimmer
switches the lighting on and off. When the light is switched on, holding down the rotary dimmer
longer causes it to toggle between the three lighting modes. In the first lighting mode the
washbasin is illuminated. In the second mode the upper lighting of the mirror cabinet or the sidelighting of the light mirror is illuminated. In the third and final mode both of the light sources are
switched on together. Rotating the dimmer regulates the intensity of the light.
KEUCO's ROYAL REFLEX.2 mirror cabinet and light mirror are extremely flexible because the
models are available in five sizes ranging from 500 to 1300 mm. Depending on the width, the
mirror cabinet is available with one, two or three doors that have mirrors on both sides.
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KEUCO's ROYAL REFLEX.2 light mirror and mirror cabinet offers state-of-the-art LED technology
including dimmer which produces pleasant luminous colour and yield. The light can be adjusted to
create a variety of light settings and brightness levels with the modern dimmer.
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